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D I S C L A I M E R
By using this Software product, you agree to be bound by the limitations set out below.

LIMITED WARRANTY
Empire Interactive warrants that the software will perform substantially in accordance with the accompanying written materials for
a period of ninety (90) days from the date of receipt. Any implied warranties on the software are limited to ninety (90) days, unless
the effect of this clause has been specifically excluded by applicable law.

CUSTOMER REMEDIES
Empire Interactive’s entire liability and your exclusive remedy shall be, at Empire Interactive’s option, either (a) return of the price
paid, or (b) replacement of the software or hardware that does not meet this Limited Warranty and which is returned to the place
of purchase with a copy of your receipt. This Limited Warranty is void if failure of the software has resulted from accident, abuse,
or misapplication. Any replacement software will be warranted for the remainder of the original warranty or thirty (30) days,
whichever is longer.

NO OTHER WARRANTIES
To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Empire Interactive and its suppliers disclaim all other representations,
warranties, conditions or other terms, either express or implied, including, but not limited to implied warranties and/or conditions
of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, with regard to the software and the accompanying written materials.

NO LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, in no event shall Empire Interactive or its suppliers be liable for any damages
whatsoever (including without limitation, direct or indirect damages for personal injury, loss of business profits, business interruption,
loss of business information, or any other pecuniary loss) arising out of the use of or inability to use this product, even if Empire
Interactive has been advised of the possibility of such damages. In any case, Empire Interactive’s and its suppliers’ entire liability
under any provision of this agreement shall be limited to the amount actually paid by you for the software, unless the effect of this
clause has been specifically excluded by applicable law, the software are limited to ninety (90) days.

This Software Licence Agreement is governed by the law of England.
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GETTING STARTED

TECHNICAL SPECIF ICATION

It’s important that your PC meets the minimum technical specification

shown on the STARSKY & HUTCH™ box. So, before going any further,

double check that your machine is capable of running the game

successfully.  

I N S T A L L A T I O N

1 Place your STARSKY & HUTCH™ CD-ROM into your computer’s

CD-ROM drive.

2  The disk should autorun and show the initial screen. If it does not

autorun then double click on ‘My Computer’ on your desktop,

double click on the CD-ROM drive and double click on the file

setup.exe.

3  Choose your language, click on OK, and then follow the on-screen

prompts.

4  After the game has been successfully installed, either double click on

the Starsky and Hutch icon on your desktop, or from the START menu

select Programs/Empire Interactive/Starsky & Hutch/Starsky & Hutch

to run the game. The game will now load.

NOTE:  The game disc must be in your CD-ROM drive at all times when

you play STARSKY & HUTCH™.

If you have any problems with installation or the running of the game

then look at the readme file associated with this installation, or visit the

support part of the Empire website at:    

http://www.empireinteractive.com
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DEFAULT CONTROLS
STARSKY & HUTCH™ can be played in one-player mode using the
keyboard, joystick or a steering wheel, and in two-player mode with the
shooting player using either a mouse or a joystick.

NOTE: Navigation of the menus MUST be performed with the keyboard.
These are the default in-game controls on keyboard in one-player mode:

All controls for in-game play can be configured using the
OPTIONS/CONTROLS/CONFIGURE menu (see Page 4).

Button Menu In-Game
Enter/Return Accept/Confirm –
Esc Exit to Windows Exit
Cursor LEFT/RIGHT Toggle option Steer left and right
Cursor UP/DOWN Move up/down Accelerate/Brake
Space – Hand Brake
Right ALT – Shoot
END – Change View
N – Look Left
M – Look Right
N and M – Look back
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C o n t r o l  c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  f o r  a l l  p e r i p h e r a l
c o m b i n a t i o n s :

STARSKY & HUTCH™ can be played in one-player mode using a
keyboard, joystick or Logitech ® compatible steering wheel.  The
controller configuration can be selected in the
OPTIONS/CONTROLS/CONFIGURE screen.

STARSKY & HUTCH™ can also be played in two-player mode by
entering the OPTIONS/CONTROLS/CONFIGURE screen.  Both the
DRIVING (Player 1) and the SHOOTING (Player 2) controllers can be
selected using the cursor left and right keys, depending on what
peripherals are connected to your PC.  Driving can be performed
using either a keyboard, joystick or Logitech® compatible steering
wheel, and shooting with a mouse or joystick.

Further details are available in the section DRIVER AND SHOOTER
CONTROLS later in the manual.

Nav iga t i ng  T he  Menus

All menus within STARSKY & HUTCH™ are navigated in the same
way using the keyboard. Use the up and down cursor keys to
highlight the item/option you wish to select, and then press the
Return/Enter key to select it. To change an item when it is selected
(for example, an option setting in the Options menu), use the left
and right cursor keys. Use the ESC key to exit to Windows from the
Main Menu.
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STARSKY & HUTCH™

Welcome to the 70’s, and the world’s

favourite cop duo! It’s time to put on

your flairs, grow your hair and start

thinking of words like ‘cool’, ‘disco’

and ‘peace’. 

STARSKY & HUTCH™ puts you in

control of one of the great V8’s of

all time - the famous Ford Gran Torino™ – affectionately

known as the Striped Tomato. You’re charged with cruising the

streets of Bay City in pursuit of suspects, attempting to free the

streets of crime. It’s fast paced action and you’re in control of

Starsky’s driving and Hutch’s shooting at the same time. There are

18 episodes of TV-inspired action and a further three specially

commissioned TV specials to play. There are other unlockable game

contents, including exclusive material from Antonio Fargas, the

original, the cool, and the one-and-only Huggy Bear.
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STARTING THE GAME
Double click on the STARSKY & HUTCH™ icon on your desktop,
and you will be presented with a startup options box. There are a
range of rendering and audio options available, and you should
choose the options that are most suitable for your hardware:

R E N D E R I N G  O P T I O N S

A range of screen resolutions between 640x400x16 and
1280x1024x32 are available.  This will determine the pixel
resolution and bit depth of the display.
You can choose standard, medium and high quality - and this will
enable or disable extra features such as shadowing and multitexturing.
You can choose betwen high and standard quality textures.  This
determines the resolution of the textures displayed in the driving
sections of the game.
Depending on your hardware you should choose appropriate settings
for these rendering options.  A PC near the minimum specification
(P3 500, 128 Mb RAM and 16Mb graphics card) should generally
use the standard quality options and lower screen resolutions.  Since
PC hardware is so variable you should alter your settings to give the
best result for your configuration. 
See the readme file for any hardware specific issues that we are
aware of pre-release.

A U D I O  O P T I O N S

You can set the volume levels for the game (which can also be set in
the menus and in-game), as well as selecting processor intensive
sound effects and 3d buffer usage, depending on your audio and
CPU capabilities.

Select Play Game to enter STARSKY & HUTCH™. 

Once the introductory sequence is finished  the Title Screen is
displayed - press any button to move to the Profile Menu.
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S E L E C T  P R O F I L E  M E N U

Your scoring record is contained within your profile, which is stored on
your hard drive. There are six available profile slots on the Select Profile

menu. Create a new profile by selecting an empty
slot. If you wish to overwrite an existing profile,
move to the desired profile using the Up/Down
cursor keys and press the Delete key.

Name  En t r y

Use the up and down cursor keys to select
characters, and the left and right cursor keys to change the length of
your profile name, up to a maximum of 7 characters. When your name
is entered correctly press the Enter/Return key
to proceed to the Main Menu.

THE MAIN MENU
There are six options on the main menu,
some of which give access to the game and
others to features and unlockable game
options. If anything has been unlocked and
not accessed before, a flashing asterisk is
displayed to the right of that feature in the menus.

S T O R Y  M O D E

Story Mode lets you play STARSKY & HUTCH™ sequentially through
18 episodes following a specially commissioned storyline over three TV
seasons. Select Story Mode to move to the Select Season screen.

Se le c t  Season

There are three TV seasons, and when you first play the game only
Season 1 is open. Beneath Season 1 there are six empty slots,
waiting to be filled with the best police badges (see below) 
you gain on each of the six episodes of the first season.  Seasons 
2 and 3 are locked, and the minimum number and types of badges
you will need to unlock them are displayed underneath the season.
Select Season 1 to move to the Select Episode screen.
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Se l e c t  Ep i sode

Only Episode 1 is open when you first play STARSKY
& HUTCH™. To the right a box shows the episode
status. It displays your highest Viewer Rating (VR – see
below) achieved, whether you have collected the
hidden car key or Huggy Tokens (see below) or
achieved your secondary objective. At the bottom are
the viewer ratings required to gain particular grades of
police badges after a successfully completed episode.

Episodes are opened up sequentially. At any time you can replay a
previously won episode in order to gain a better grade of badge. Each
episode can be replayed with an alternate vehicle if you collect the hidden
key while completing the episode successfully.

As the selected episode loads, the loading screen displays the mission
objectives. See Game Play below for details of how to play the game.

F R E E  R O A M  M O D E

Free roam allows you to gain access to Bay
City so that you can explore at your leisure.

F r ee  Roam

The Free Roam menu displays the four main
areas of Bay City – Downtown, Central, Ocean and Dockside. To the right
of each area is the number of police badges needed to unlock that area
of the city. You are given a limited amount of time in free roam mode,
which can be extended by collecting tokens that are hidden throughout an
area of the city. Each area that opens up contains the tokens of previously
opened areas, so that when Dockside is unlocked there will be enough
time available to explore the entire city.

Se le c t  Veh i c l e

If you have unlocked any extra vehicles by collecting the
hidden keys in story mode, or having completed an
episode that does not use the Torino, they can be used in
free roam mode.  Cars are selected in the Select Vehicle
screen that follows the free roam menu.
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T V  S P E C I A L S

Three bonus TV special episodes can be unlocked by
accomplishing secondary objectives during story
mode play. The number of secondary objectives
required to open each TV special is displayed to the
right.

Rac i ng  Spe c i a l

The racing special pits you against three other cars in a checkpoint
race through Bay City.

Shoo t i ng  Spe c i a l

The shooting special is a checkpoint drive through the city that
rewards you for shooting as many targets as possible during the time
available.

S t un t  Spe c i a l

The best stunts from story mode and some exciting extras are
combined in the stunt special. It gives you the time to perfect and
achieve twenty different driving stunts throughout the city.

P R O F I L E

The Profile screen provides a record of your progress
while playing the game. Press the Enter/Return key
to change your profile or press the ESC key to return
to the main menu.

O P T I O N S

The Options menu displays four titles that lead to
further sub-menus:

Con t r o l s

Select Controls to move to the Controller Setup
menu, which allows you to configure your

controllers within the game.
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D R I V E R  A N D
S H O O T E R  C O N T R O L S  

STARSKY & HUTCH™ can be played in one-
player mode using keyboard, joypad or
steering wheel, and in two-player mode with
joypad or mouse configured for shooting.

NOTE: that in one-player mode there is an auto-targetting shooting
system - so you only need to configure your driving device.

The ‘Driving’ device and the ‘Shooting’ device can be toggled using the
left/right cursor keys.

Con f i gu re

Once the desired driving device has been selected, the configure button
will lead to the configure menu which allows you to define which
keys/buttons control the game.

Se t  De fau l t s

If you are unhappy with the button settings
you have defined, you can use the Set
Defaults button to restore the default settings.

Con f i gu re  S c r een

Press the desired key/button for each of the
controls as prompted.  As you press each
key/button it is registered and the configuration highlight immediately
moves to the next control item.

Pressing the ESC key at any time will return you to the previous menu.
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D i sp l ay

The display menu has two options allowing you to
alter display functions in the game.

Subtitles

Subtitles can be toggled on or off.

Minimap

The in-game navigation minimap can be toggled to rotate in the
direction of the player’s car or remain stationary.

Aud io

The Audio Menu displays bars that allow

independent control of the (sound) effects

volume, the music volume and the speech

volume in the game. Press the left or right
cursor keys to alter the sound levels.

Load / Save

You can choose to turn Autosave on or off by toggling the bottom

setting of this menu.  It is on by default, in which case your game

progress will be saved automatically at

the end of each episode.  If you choose

to turn this feature off then you can

choose to automatically Load or Save

your profiles from your hard drive. 
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L O C K E R

The Locker Menu provides options that are
progressively unlocked as ‘Huggy Tokens’
are collected during gameplay.

P l ay  Mov ie

The play movie feature allows you to view the story movies preceding
and succeeding all episodes and seasons that have been won,
depending on the best progress of all profiles on your hard drive.

P l ay  Mus i c

The play music feature allows you to listen to all available in-game
soundtracks. There is a hidden soundtrack that can be unlocked. 

Huggy  B iog raphy

The Huggy Biography contains a biography of Antonio Fargas, the
original Huggy Bear in the TV series.

Huggy  Snaps

The Huggy Snaps screen displays a variety of photographs of
Antonio Fargas.

S ta r s ky  &  Hu t c h™ Pho tos

The STARSKY & HUTCH™ Photos screen displays some
exclusive photos taken during the filming of the TV series.

Huggy  I n t e r v i ew

The Huggy Interview screen contains exclusive video footage of
Antonio Fargas discussing everything from the making of the TV
series to the making of this game.
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GAME PLAY
O B J E C T I V E S  I N  S T O R Y  M O D E

In Story Mode the objective is always to complete the episode
successfully in order to unlock the next episode of the story. The primary
objective might be as simple as stopping a single suspect in a car, or as
complex as laying siege to a warehouse, and then tailing an 18-wheeler
on the freeway while fending off two sets of attackers! The background
story is told in the introductory movie before each episode, and the
primary objective is always explained on the loading screen.

Po l i c e  Badges

If you win an episode your
performance is classified according to your final viewer rating. You’ll
either receive a donut, or a bronze, silver or gold police badge. The
viewer rating required to gain the different badges is displayed on the
loading screen. If you complete an episode you will always unlock the
next episode in a season. To commission a new season you need to have
gained a minimum number of police badges, and you can only gain one
badge per episode. Any open episode can be replayed, which gives you
a chance to improve your police badge rating. Police badges are also
required to unlock areas in Free Roam mode. 

In each episode there are further objectives that help to unlock extra
features in the game.

Se conda r y  Ob je c t i ve s

Secondary objectives are extra tasks you can perform while
completing an episode successfully, and they are displayed on
the loading screen. A secondary objective might be 

to destroy a number of cardboard boxes, or to jump a certain number of
car transporters. Successful completion of secondary objectives 
opens up the TV specials.
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Huggy  Tokens

Each episode has two Huggy Tokens hidden near your route.
These are cards embossed with the picture of Huggy Bear,
and if driven over will be collected. Huggy Tokens collected

when you win an episode are added to your Huggy Token total, and
disappear from the game world. Huggy Tokens are used to unlock
features in the Locker menu.

Ca r  Keys

Each episode has a hidden key that can be collected. If you
collect the key while completing an episode it will unlock
one extra car that can be used when you replay that

episode. All unlocked cars are available in Free Roam mode, so you
can enjoy cruising the streets of Bay City in an open-top taxi or a
pork truck!

T V  S P E C I A L S  A N D  F R E E  R O A M

There are three TV specials – opened up by achieving secondary
objectives – and they are specially designed episodes with objectives
displayed on the loading screen. Free Roam allows the player to
drive anywhere in the city for a limited time period. Special tokens
are displayed on the map – and if they are collected then extra time
is given. These tokens regenerate each time the mission is played.

V I E W E R  R A T I N G

The aim of the game is to achieve the primary episode objective (and
any of the other objectives listed above) before your Viewer Rating
(VR) falls to zero. In all episodes, the VR will fall at a constant rate
unless you keep viewers interested with exceptional driving and
shooting skills. You have to keep the TV audience interested!

Exciting driving and shooting boosts VR, while poor shooting and
driving will cause the VR to drop dramatically.

When two players are playing co-operatively, they share the same
VR, and only the best of buddies working well together will achieve
high Viewer Ratings figures.
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When the VR falls to zero, the game ends and the episode will be lost.

Your Viewer Rating at the end of a successfully completed episode
determines what type of police badge is awarded.

Pos i t i ve  VR

VR figures rise when performing certain driving stunts. Some of
these tricks can be pulled off at any time, while others rely on
quick judgement and using the environment around you. 

If you throw the car around corners into a power slide, take off into the
air over a jump, drive on two-wheels or shave closely past civilian traffic
then you’ll earn a VR bonus.  Smashing through street furniture also
provides positive VR. Everyone likes a showman!

Nega t i ve  VR

Poor driving lowers your VR. Bay City is already a dangerous place - it’s
your job to make it safer, not to add to the danger! Look out for
colliding with civilian vehicles, driving too close to pedestrians,
or bumping into walls and other parts of the city.

D R I V I N G

As you play, your vehicle may become damaged, buckled and bent. No
need to worry, as it won’t adversely affect your driving capability. If your
vehicle is flipped over at any time it will right itself and you can begin
driving again, but it will cost you valuable time!

Look out for armed suspects, as any shots that hit your vehicle will briefly
affect the handling of the vehicle.

When driving into street furniture, small VR bonuses are awarded for
each object depending upon the force with which it is hit, but their
weight and impact will slow you down. If it looks heavy, then it 
probably is!
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S ta r k sy ’s  D r i v i ng  T i p s

• Remember, Bay City is a busy and complex 
place. Careful use of the accelerator and brake
will see you avoiding collisions with walls and

civilian vehicles and will help keep your VR high.

• Keep a constant eye out for shortcuts. Not only will this get you to
your destination faster, but there may be added bonuses to find.

• Your Ford Gran Torino™ is a powerful vehicle. Learn how to get
maximum control with your accelerator, brake and hand brake.

• When you see a jump, build up as much speed as possible – the
bigger the jump, the higher the bonus.  Some jumps require serious
air time to see you safely across to the other side.

S H O O T I N G

One -p l aye r  Mode

In one-player mode, Hutch uses an auto-targeting system for any
object directly in line with the car’s direction. The higher priority the
object, the more likely it is to be targeted, depending on the distance
from the car. Power-ups and enemy projectiles have a higher priority
than suspect vehicles, which are ahead of general scenery and
‘negative’ targets. Hutch reloads his gun automatically.

When positive targets are first picked up a large yellow circle is
displayed, and you gain VR from shooting them. Negative targets
display a blue circle, and will lose you a large amount of VR when shot.

Most general targets such as power-ups are only shot with this first
stage lock-on, but suspect vehicles and passengers have a
progressive lock-on for you to create more damage.

The more accurately you have a suspect vehicle in your sights, the
smaller the targeting circle. If you keep your car steady behind the
target it will turn red, and at that point a well-timed ‘critical shot’ will
incur maximum damage and gain you maximum VR. If you shoot at
any stage between the first target and the critical shot you will gain
no more VR or damage. So the choice is yours – shoot wildly and
often to succeed - or wait, manoeuvre and shoot for the most efficient
and stylish way to win the game!
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Weapon Clip Notes
Capacity

Revolver 6 shots Hutch’s default weapon

Hi-Power 6 shots A higher powered revolver that 
Revolver can inflict more damage at a greater 

range

Pistol 9 shots A high-powered gun with a faster rate 
of fire and reload time than the 
revolvers

Assault 32 shots The assault pistol fires multiple rounds 
Pistol whilst the fire button is depressed

Shotgun 9 shots The shotgun inflicts the highest 
amount of damage but is slow to
reload, and is only effective at close
range

17

Two - P l aye r  Mode

In two-player mode the second player plays Hutch and has control
over shooting. In this mode, the shooting player relies on the driving
player’s skill to keep the target in steady view.

W E A P O N R Y

In both one-player and two-player modes, the default gun is a
revolver and an infinite amount of ammunition is provided.
Occasionally you will see extra weapons to pick up. Weapon
changing is carried out automatically, and whatever weapon is
picked up will override the last. If the same weapon is picked up
repeatedly, then the ammunition is added to the current weapon.

Once the bonus weapon has run out of ammunition, Hutch will revert
to using the default revolver again.
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Spe c i a l  S ho t  Ob je c t s

Certain objects in Bay City need to be activated by shooting in order
for Starsky and Hutch to progress unhindered. Look out for level
crossings, gates, car transporters and drawbridges. If a traffic light is
red you can change it to green by shooting it – useful when you’re
tailing a protect car that’s in danger!

E xp l o s i ve  Ob je c t s

Shooting explosive objects causes damage to anything in the
surrounding area, and gains you VR. These can be invaluable for
stopping suspects! Barrels, gas canisters, petrol pumps, grenades and
bombs can all be targeted in this way.

Suspe c t s  S hoo t i ng  A t  You !

When an armed suspect is aiming, you’ll see a flashing exclamation
mark displayed above their head. When they’re shooting you’ll see a
constant exclamation.

Hu t c h ’s  S hoo t i ng  T i p s

• Careful aiming inflicts more damage 
where it hurts – aim at the enemy and 
not at the innocent! Shooting wildly 
loses you VR.

• Look out for hidden weaponry bonus icons.

• In one-player mode, timing is everything – get those critical shots in
before the target gets out of range!

P O W E R - U P  I T E M S

Throughout Bay City there are power-up items to aid and guide you
in your objective. 
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Power Up Effect

VR VR Bonus (Lowest)

VR ++ VR Bonus (Medium)

VR +++ VR Bonus (Highest)

Speed Up Causes the player car to receive a speed boost

Siren Enables the police siren on the player car and stops 
all civilian traffic and prevents general VR from falling

Hi-Grip Causes the car to grip the road surface more tightly

Double VR Multiplies all VR gains AND losses by a factor of 2

Double Multiplies all damage by a factor of 2
Damage

Gun Jam Stops suspects from firing weapons

Take Two Reactivates the last active power-up

Special Associated with an exciting upcoming event . Often 
Event the timing of the shot can be used to your advantage

Police A special scoring bonus used in the TV Specials
Bonus

19

S hoo t i ng  Powe r- Ups

When a power-up is shot, its effects are active for a short period of
time and an icon is displayed in the lower left of the screen. Some
power-ups regenerate after being shot, enabling you to use them
again. All shooting power-ups are surrounded by a ring.
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D r i v i ng  Powe r- Ups

When a non-collectable driving power-up is driven over, its effects
are active for a short period of time. Driving power-ups are
surrounded by a transparent square.

E P I S O D E S

Each episode has one or more objectives to be completed to finish
the episode successfully. There are a number of different types of
objectives throughout the game. 

Lo ca te  Ob je c t i ve

Often Starsky and Hutch must get to a crime scene or other location.
Follow the pink location beacon on the navigation minimap and the
white dotted lines on the map, if displayed. 

Pu r s u i t  Ob je c t i ve

The most common objective is to pursue and stop one or more
suspect vehicles. When active, suspects are displayed on the
navigation map and identified in the game world with yellow guide

Power Up Effect

VR + VR Bonus (Lowest)

VR ++ VR Bonus (Medium)

VR +++ VR Bonus (Highest)

Special Denotes an interesting area or an event that is about 
Event to occur

Huggy Collect Huggy Tokens to open up Huggy items in 
Token the locker

Key Collect keys to unlock extra vehicles. There is only 
one key per episode

Police A special scoring bonus that is used in the 
Bonus TV Specials
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arrows when out of sight. Continually ram and shoot the suspect
vehicle until its health bar runs out. Many suspect vehicles have
armed occupants who should be terminated as soon as possible!
Shooting at a distance does not inflict as much damage.

There may be many suspect vehicles in some episodes – it’s important
to take out the critical suspects in order to complete the episode.
Shooting suspect vehicles and armed suspect characters (the ‘bad
guys’) will raise VR.

Other vehicles may have hostages or suspects that must be taken
alive – shooting them imposes a large VR penalty.

P ro te c t

In some episodes Starsky and Hutch must protect another vehicle and
its occupants from attack. The protect vehicle and its health are shown
on the top right of the screen, on the navigation map and when out of
view with a blue guide arrow in the game world.

Stay close to the vehicle and make sure it reaches its destination
unharmed. If the protect vehicle is destroyed, the episode will end in
failure. Try to position yourself between the protect vehicle and any
aggressor.

Che c kpo i n t

In a checkpoint episode, you must reach a number of locations within
a time limit. These locations are shown in pink on the navigation map.

If the time limit expires, the game episode will end. Time remaining
on reaching a checkpoint is not carried over to the next checkpoint,
but it will be added to your VR.

Ep i sode  End

The game episode ends if any of the episode objectives are not 
met. If the Viewer Rating falls to zero, the game episode will also
end in failure.  If you succeed you will be allowed to continue to the
next episode unless you are at the end of a season, and do not have
the required number of police badges.
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THE GAME SCREEN

V iewe r  Ra t i ng

The viewer rating display will flash
when your VR is below 50 points.

Powe r- Ups  A c t i ve

Power-ups appear as icons while
they are active.

Weapon  I n f o rma t i on

The currently active weapon is displayed. The number of available
clips is shown under the number of bullets on the active clip.

Gu ide  A r r ow

Guide arrows appear in the game world to show the location of
suspect vehicles, protect vehicles, locations and checkpoints when
they are out of sight. The colours of the guide arrows match those
used in the navigation minimap.

Ta rge t i ng  S i gh t

The targeting sight appears around the current target. 

S t un t  S co re s

When the player performs stunts, the stunt value is displayed.

Veh i c l e  I n f o rma t i on

Vehicle icons show the currently active suspect and protect vehicles
with their health values.

Viewer Rating

Weapon Information Stunt Scores Navigation System

Vehicle Information

Extra Information

Power Ups Active

Targeting Sight

Guide Arrow
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E x t r a  I n f o rma t i on

In some episodes extra information is displayed, such as the number
of currently active armed suspects, time to the next checkpoint or the
number of negative targets hit. 

The  Nav iga t i on  M in imap

The navigation map will help you find your way
around the city and locate suspects, places and
objects.

In the Options Menu the map may be configured
to spin around the vehicle or remain with north

always pointing upwards. By default, the map spins around the
vehicle.

The map will automatically adjust its zoom level to match your speed.

• The player vehicle is a red triangle in the centre of the map.

• Yellow triangles show the location and heading of suspect vehicles.

• Blue triangles show the location and heading of protect vehicles.

• Checkpoints are shown as pink stars.

• When vehicles, checkpoints or locations are outside the map they
appear as coloured circles on the border.

• Suspect shooters are shown as small yellow dots.

• The ideal route is sometimes shown as a series of white dots.
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